Speechyard – is the newest way of learning English online

Enjoy your studying while watching favourite movies and reading interesting books. Exercise new words and expressions in useful trainings and practice your English while chatting with other learners.

Speechyard always provides you with a wide choice of favourite movies, books and movie scenes, videos for kids and even documentaries, so you could learn English language with pleasure. We have an easy-in-use content and search system.

The newest way lies in collecting unknown words or even whole phrases from movie subtitles into your own library.
Select any unknown word or a phrase and see translation (language of translation is chosen while registration). Here you can also listen to its pronunciation and add to your own library for learning.

The same works with the books.

Then you can manage added words in your Library. It has a very usable structure and you even have a possibility to add your own words to the library.
The service gives you different kinds of trainings, that allows you to exercise new words properly with minimum efforts. You can try four types of them, each is useful for different sides of studying.

And for trying your English in practice, Speechyard gives you an opportunity to meet new friends all over the world and chat with them for getting best results.

Speechyard is one of the best places to learn English online now because of its comprehensive approach to studying English language. It will perfectly fit for independent learners and also English teachers and will help to overcome a language barrier.

We hope you will find this information useful and Speechyard will become useful for you and your audience. If you have any questions, always feel free to contact us. Our best regards.